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INTRODUCTION 
The last quarter-century has vri tness ed most significant 
changes in American educational theories and practices. The 
vast improvements that have taken place in the training of 
teachers, and methods of classroom instruction are due to 
the introduction of new psychological conceptions concerning 
the learning process, and a consequent closer study of the 
child, his physical, mental and moral powers. 
The field of history deals with man in his relations 
to society, with the individual, as a member of that group. 
The new method of training shifts the emphasis from learning 
facts to building up attitudes, and preparing for intelligent 
voting as will be seen from the following review of old 
methods. 
Fitch writmg in 1881 on the teaching of history says he 
would nfirst give a short series of lessons either orally, or 
from a well-written reading book if I could find one, with a 
view to make some simple and fundamental historical ideas in-
telligible. Scholars would thus see what sort of matter His-
tory had to do with, and would be prepared to enter on the 
study with more interest. Then a general notion should be 
.,, given of the number of centuries over which our History ex-
tends. A general outline of the period of time to be covered 
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is necessary in order that each fact as it is known may be 
localized and referred to its due position among other facts. 
The teacher is by no means bound to follow blindly the course 
prescribed by the text-book. On the contrary it will be far 
better to fix upon the most characteristic periods, to cause 
them to be studied with fulness and exactness.n {1) 
According to Fitch, the student of History was to learn 
it, as a subject having no connection with material learned I 
I in other courses; at the same time, lacking all ideas of try- 1 
I 
ing to develop in the students an intelligent and sympathetic I 
II understanding of the world in which he finds himself. 
ncorrelation was taken seriously by the Committee of 
Ten reporting on secondary education to the National Educa-
tion Association in 18941 and still more seriously by the 
Committee of Fifteen reporting on elementary education to 
. . 
the same Association in 1895. Neither report, however, a-
chieved full correlation in the Herbartian sense, and after 
1900 a decline in general interests became apparent.'t {2) 
By correlation was meant the idea of having everything 
related to one subject, and this subject was to be history. 
A committee of Seven writing in 1899 on '"The Study of 
History in the Schools'~ said, ttthe chief PW:pose is not to 
fill the boy's head with a mass of material, which he may 
( 1) 
(2} 
Fitch, J. G. Lectures On Teaching. p. 376 
Johnson, H. An Introduction to the History of the 
Social Sciences in Schools, p. 116 
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1. 
I 
perchance put forth again when a college examiner demands 
its production. V/i thout understanding the value of his tor-
ical knowledge, and deprecating nothing more than a readiness 
to argue and contend about the meaning of facts that have 
not been established, we contend that the sole accumulation 
of facts is not the sole, or perhaps not the leading, 
purpose of studying history." (3) 
These writers claim that there is more to history 
teaching than what has been previously done, but they do not 
state how their change in methocl is to be accomplished. 
In 1914 Mabel Hill made the following statements re-
gardin13 civics: 11The most significant change in the 
presentation of material in civics classes lies in the 
attempt to readjust the approach to study of government, 
from theory and definition to practical illustrations, or 
3. 
working out in actual life in the environment of the pupils." (4) 
This is one of the early approaches to the idea of 
education for better citizens throu13h the proper teaching 
of history. 
In 1918 after several years of study, Mabel E. Simpson 
came to the conclusion 11 that pupils had no ability to do 
independent studying. Their only idea of study was to 
memorize the facts contained in the text.n (5) As a result 
(3) American Historical Association, The Study of History 
in Schools, p. 86 . . .. 
( 4) Hill, J;Iabel The tea chine; of Ci vies, ·P. ·g, ... 
(:5)==Sim:ps-on,-=::-Mnb-e=i==Supe=Ml=i::s:ed==3-'tudpin· American History p. vii 
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she said, children need to be insb~ucted "hovl to study, n 
that is ntraining for self-direction.n (6) This training 
is to be accomplished by providing situations which demand 
the recognition and solution of problems." (7) In this, 
she was approaching the idea of the problem method as viewed 
today. According to Mabel Simpson purposive thinking 
"involves the recognition of a problem, the collection and 
organization of data, the suspensdm of judgment, making 
definite decisions and the exercise of initiative.u (8) 
She aimed to bring this method about by means of 
Supervised Study. 
Now each year brought new members into the field of 
investigation in the teaching of history. Rolla Tryon in 
1921 after making a study of this field made these stetements 
regarding the great need of the problem method. 
(6) 
(7) 
( 8) 
1. It "leads pupils to form judgments and to look be-
hind facts for human motive for the act. 
2. It arouses self-activity in a student to an extent 
that no other method in history does. 
3. It teaches the student to get thought from the 
printed page. 
4. This method challenges the intellect rather than 
the memory. 
Ibid., P• viii 
Ibid., P• viii 
Ibid., P• ix 
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5. Life is a process of solving problems, and if his-
tory is to assist in the solution of life's problems, 
it must be taught in such a \'JaY as to give training 
in solving them. If; ( 9) 
As time advanced this idea of problems in history seemed 
to gain more importance. In 1923 Claude Philips said, nas 
a result of their experiences with historical material, stu-
dents should learn to think in terms of social problems." (10 
In 1926 w. H. Kilpatrick states that one of the major re-
quirements of an education, that will fit children for the 
demands of the future is the problem solving attitude as 
distinct from the memorizing hnbits of the school of the 
past." (11) 
R. Lindeman writing of an experiment carried on in th.e 
Paul Hoffman Junior High School states that in the rewriting 
of history text books their aim was to have the pupils 
participate in creative pieces of work. (12) 
David Snedden says that na national authority on the 
social studies urges that the content of the school history 
must be constructed out of the very materials of American 
life, not from academic relics of victorian precedents.n (13) 
(9) Tryon, Rolla M, The Teaching of History in Junior and 
1 Senior High School, p. 84 
I. (10) Philips, Claude A, IJodern r.:ethods and the Elementary 
i 
1 Curriculum, P• 210 
Kilpatrick, W. H. Education for a Changing Civilization, 
p. 60 
Editorial Making History Live Review of Reviews LXXX 
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( 13) Snedden, David Tovrards Functional Uses of Social Studies 
in School Education Teachers Colleee Record XXXXI (1930) p. 441 
I 
• ' . 
! We have now arrived at the point where it is necessary 1 
j 
to define the term problem as it is to be treated in the forci 
of units for a 12th grade history class. 
"These problems must be within the range of the pupils' 
perceptive and imaginative experiences and be formulated on 
terms easily comprehended by the pupils." (14) 
The problem method in studying and teaching history 
"briefly stated is a mode of procedure from day to day which 
rests essentially on questions, causes, and results as they 
relate to historical phenomena. It consists in leading the 
student to see the problems which confronted people in the 
past and to solve them as they were solved by the people 
in the past." (15) 
In this statement Tryon missed the correct viewpoint 
which deals vlith present day problems not with the past. 
According to Wilson, Kyte, and Lull "solving a problem 
is a purposeful act leading to the removal of a perplexity 
or to the elimination of some other difficulty, through a 
process of reasoning." (16) 
As every movement in history will not serve as a good 
problem, it is a challenge to the teacher to make a careful 
selection of those phases that will most easily lend them-
selves to the intellectual level of the students • 
{14) .Avent, J • E. Excellences and Errors in Teaching Methods 
p. 390 
(15) Tryon, R. r.r. The Teaching of History in Junior and 
Senior High Schools. p. 83 
(16) Wilson, H. B. Kyte, G. c., Lull, H. G. Modern Methods 
in Tenc}J_ing_~ • 93 
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History is a living subject. In the teaching of his-
tory whether ancient or modern the teacher should employ 
such methods of approach in problem solving as to lay a 
foundation for a working knowledge of that period. The pro-
blem method accomplishes this, by allowing supervised dis-
cussion, on the part of the pupils, in the light o~ the 
present day happenings. Thus training the pupils to under-
stand more fully these various problems will be a great asset 
to them in later life, in meeting the issues that will con-
front them. For example, in the state of Massachusetts with-
in the last few months, we have a concrete illustration of 
unintelligent voting on the re~erendum placed on the ballot 
last fall, regarding the legalization of horse and dog rac-
ing. Before the election most communities gave little or no 
thought to the merits of this act, but seemed to be actuated 
by a desire for increasing the State's revenue. As a result, 
now we see the very same communities rising up in righteous 
indigna~ion protesting against the fulfillment of this act. 
I~ the electorate had been educated to think and discuss 
first, and then vote, we would not have had such a situation 
confronting us. 
In general the equipment needed by the problem method 
instructor who desires the most effective results in teaching 
senior high school history is somewhat as follows. A class-
room library is the first need. The assignment according to 
problem methodology is made up by putting within the reach 
II 
I 
IIi of the pupil, guides, materials, and helps to aid the per-
formance, The advice of the teacher and the mutual ex- i 
change of class opinion furthers the understanding sought. 
The classroom assumes a laboratory appearance. The students 
go to the classroom library shelves, select the books and 
magazines they need, otl1ers consult the members of their 
r;roup 1 etc. Others still proceed to r:ork at their desks. 
!; The te~cher holds conferences vrith some of the pupils, helps 
others to select their reference material and is always at 
hand to enter into the discussion or oversee the study 
period. 
As regards order, the problem unit method teachers 1 who I 
are in complete command of the situation have very interested 
youne people, who present no disciplinary problems. It must 
be remembered that if the instructor is not v1ell informed 
pupils lose interest and as a result the teacher has dis-
ciplinary problems. 
In following the problem method of teaching it must be 
remembered that the toucher is bound to keep strict guard 
over herself, opinions, prejudices and preferences, other-
wise they will influence her teaching. 
In an attempt to show the proper management of' the pro-
blem procedure in a course in American History and Civics, 
the writer is taking the difficult period following the 
financial crash of 1929 and the various plans for counter-
acting the depression v1hich followed and still exist. 
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Since we are still in the midst of the depression, with the 
end not yet in sight, it is of course impossible to know 
which means of overcoming the depression are going to prove 
most effective. But so it is always when real problems are 
at hand. The attempt will be made to raise qustions, sub-
mit data, and force critical thinking. More specific atten-
tion will be directed toward the National Recovery Act and 
the Tennessee Valley Authority • 
===={~===========-:======= ---· 
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Chapter II 
NATIONAL RECOVERY ACT 
II 
I 
.... 
-----1 
•· '7 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
I. Existing Conditions 1929 - 1932 
A. President Hoover entered upon his administration with 
a very strong endorsement of the people, and a Congress 
of his own party to work with. All signs pointed to a 
very successful administration, especially as it was 
believed with his past experiences and training, the 
ideal executive had been elected to steer the ships of 
state to a most glorious history. 
On entering his term of office, he immediately 
took steps to assist the farmer by having the Federal 
Farm Board Bill enacted to cope with the temporary 
agricultural surplus, but the troubled conditions of 
the country were increasing from day to day. 
The Federal Farm Board was created to give finan-
cial support to the farmer to the extent of $500,000,000 
with the object of removing the surplus farm products 
from the market. The object was to maintain or increase 
prices of farm products, which, if successful would of 
course further increase surpluses. But the object was 
not attained and prices of farm products went steadily 
lower, as indicated herewith: 
===--=-=---=!~=~-=====---::=-:----==--======-----------
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Table I Prices of Farm Products I 
Unit Prices Prices Prices Prices PriJ 
Bushel 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 
wheat #2 1 
"' ' 
$ 1.5~0' $ 1.304 '$ .983 ' ~I· 'iP .665 '$ .531 
red winter 
wheat II 1.325 1.180 .900 .606 .494 r hard rl II 1.285 1.276 .984 .739 .6051 
corn .977 .941 .827 .531 
.313i 
oats " .555 .486 .397 .278 .209j 
rye 
" 
1.133 1.016 .624 .431 .393: 
.cotton Pound .194 .186 .131 .083 .063! 
'tobacco 100 lbs 20.204 20.125 17.424 12.203 8.464\ 
II II 
•' ,, 
milk 2.735 2.955 2.920 2.775 2.182 
Furthermore the Government suffered heavy losses in disposiag 
of the surplus products. 
B. In the fall of 1929, the crash of the stock mar-
ket signalled the collapse of the boom, and the 
on-coming of further depression. The remarkable 
recession of Hoover's popularity began with the 
stock market collapse, and the industrial de-
pression which began the year previous. And yet 
neither of these disasters were set in motion by 
anything that the president did or left undone. 
That they occurred in the first year of his admin-
istration was simply his bad luck, just as their 
failure to occur a year earlier was good luck for 
Mr. Coolidge. 
Indeed, the over expansion of business, and 
the orgy of speculation in the years immediately 
preceding, contributed to these conditions. 
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( 1.) I NO 307 - Wholesale Prices, Statistical Abstract 
1933, p. 282 
I 
of u.s.: 
1. Very promptly and very laudably, President Hoover 
summoned business leaders to confer on the critical 
situation. Within the limits of his powers attempts 
were made to relieve the situation. 
2. On the other hand, it is possible that nothing could 
alter the business cycles, and that emergency steps 
to defeat it would prove inef;fective. 
c. To keep up wages and purchasing power, to continue as 
far as feasible construction wor~ in private industries, 
and to increase public building may have been helpful 
measures. But these plans were unable to relieve the 
depression, that threatened to be one of the worst of 
recent times. 
The depression deepened; certain important industries 
began to curtail production because they could not find 
a market for their output. Those who had money lacked 
the desire to buy, while an ever increasing number of 
people ·were thrown out of work and thus were unable to 
purchase even the necessities of life. 
Many people were showing resentment toward the 
government, as they usually do in such a crisis, for 
some one must become the target for their criticisms. 
........... 
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Their own failure to save, their own reckless spending, 
and installment buying--these were forgotten. 
D. Questions are raised: 
1. What was in the back of President Hoover's mind? 
Was he thinking chiefly of re-election, and had 
he observed that no president was ever re-elected 
in the midst of a depression~ 
a. In the campaign of 1840 Van.Buren was de-
feated, »his administration had been 
severly condemned as responsible for the 
panic." (2) 
2. President Hoover must have observed also, for 
he was a student of economics, that depressions 
as one phase of the business cycle have been 
ever recurrent. 
a. Let us review past history--
i. "Panics or depressions in our history 
occurred in 1837, 1857, 1873, 1893, 1907i 
192111 (3) and· the present. 
ii. "At the time of the panic of 1873 wages 
of employees were reduced to offset the 
decline in business." (4) 
(2) Forman, S. E. Our Republic, p. 293 
(3) Ibid p. 917 
(4) Forman, S. E. Our Republic, p. 444 
.~==============-----··­=====tf=== 
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3. If Mr. Hoover was chiefly concerned over re-
election, und if this concern led to un-warranted!! 
i 
measures, then it is incumbent on American people! 
to remove future presidents from similar temp-
tations. The president, once elected must not 
prostitute his higher office for four years to 
the task of securing his own re-election. 
Would it be better to extend the term of the 
president to six or eight years, and provide 
that there should be no re-election? 
In order to do this an amendment to the 
Constitution would need to be added, for in 
Article II, Section I of the Constitution, it 
states that the President is to hold his office 
during the term of four years. 
E. During President Hoover's Administration the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation was created by Congress 
(January 1932). Within seven months it had loaned 
more than one billion dollars to banks, savings, 
associations, insurance companies, and railroads. (5) 
1. But there are questions. 
a. Was the spending of so much money justified 
in a new experiment, or in the light of such 
a catastrophe is it not worth while to try 
every means that may bring a little relief? 
(5) _ Guitt.Q~J1.,_lL._B •. The H1stor:y of ITniJed .. _States p.823 ======~F=====~======~ 
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b. As the relief seemed only temporary, would not 
a revision of the banking laws have been the 
better prodedure? 
c. Did the creation of the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation destroy confidence in the banks? 
d. Was the money provided for in this bill scattered 
over the country, or did it go only to a few 
selected banks? 
2. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation also pro-
vided for relief of the unemployed. "Loans were 
c'lade to public and se:1i-public agencies for con-
struction projects such as waterworks, electric 
lic;ht s and povrer plants and for the improvement 
of housing conditions in the slum areas of cities. 
Such loans were made only for self-liquidating 
projects. That is, for projects which would 
eventually earn fees or charges from which the loan 
could be repaid." (6) 
a. The question is raised what are the limits that 
the Government may go in public construction 
work? Is it not a matter of judgment? 
(6} Information from Guitteau, W. B. The History of 
United States, p. 723 
============. ···-
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i. Let us view the past history: 
In the early years of the nineteenth century, 
plans were put forth for the purpose of im-
proving the rivers and canals, but they did 
not receive much support due to the fact that 
many believed the Constitution did not author-
ize Congress to make appropriations for im-
provements. (7) 
Nevertheless in spite of this attitude, "about 
$2,300,000 was appropriated for internal im-
provements during the administration of John 
~uincy Adams, as compared with $1,000,000 dur-
ing all previous administrations. (8) 
iio In 1811 the National Road was begun; when it 
was completed it ran from Cumberland, Maryland 
to Wheeling, in vvhat is now West Virginia. 
It was built at the expense of the National 
Government, nearly $7,000,000 in all being 
spent in its construction. (9) 
F. When Mr. Hoover sought re-election in 1932, he \Vas 
defeated, for the people clamored for a change in 
policy hoping that this might be the means of bring-
ing back prosperity. 
(7) Guitteau, w. B. The History of United States, P• 723 
(8) Ibid 1 P• 299 (9) Forman, s. E. Advanced American History, p. 240 
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G. President Hoover was the victim of circumstances, 
over which he had no control. Conditions that brought 
about the depression were in the making years pre- II 
II 
vious to his entering office. il 
In the establishing of the Reconstruction Finance! 
Corporation, President Hoover laid the foundation for 
President Roosevelt to carry on. It is reasonable to 
surmise that the future historians of this trouble-
some period will give to President Hoover the credit 
he so justly deserves, in what he accomplished under 
the most trying conditions. 
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II. Beginning of President Roosevelt's Administration. 
A. President Roosevelt was inaugurated March 4, 1933 and 
in his inaugural address he said, "This is pre-eminent- -
ly the time to speak the truth, the whole truth, frankj 
ly and boldly. The only thing we have to fear is fear 
itself, nameless, unreasoning, mystified terror." (10) 
(10) 
President Roosevelt's address, carried by radio 
I 
throughout the land, fell upon ears of a people deeply 1 
stirred by the impact of recent events. 
We might pause for a moment to wonder at such 
words, about fear, spoken to a nation, that but a short 
while ago was reveling in a high tide of prosperity, I 
and believed by many to be the golden age of our his-
tory. But the President in his address placed his 
finger on the festered spot. 
"Yet our distress comes from no failure of sub-
stance. We are stricken by no plague of locusts. Com-
pared with the perils which our forefathers conquered 
because they believed and were not afraid; we have 
still much to be thankful for. Nature itself offers 
her bounty and human efforts have multiplied -it. 
Roosevelt, F. D. Inaugural Address. New York Times, 
March 5, 1933, 1:4-8 
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Plenty is at our doorstep, but a generous use of it 
languishes in the very sight of the supply. Primarily 
this is because the rulers of the exchange of man-
kinds' goods failed through their own stubbornness 
and incompetence, have admitted their failure and ab-
dicated. Practices of the unscrupulous money changers 
stand indicted in the court of the public opinion, re-
jected by the hearts and minds of men. 
Stripped of the lure of profits, by whiCh to in-
duce on people to follow their false leadership, they 
have resorted to exhortations, pleading tearfully for 
restored confidence. They know only the rules of a 
generation of self-seekers. They have no vision, and 
where there is no vision the people perish. 
We are, I know , ready and willing to submit our 'I II I, 
lives and property to 
possible a leadership 
such discipline because it makes I 
which aims at a larger good." {1~1 
Is there much of emotional appeal in the above; 
much of unjust criticism? 
At the very outset of this crisis the President 
accepted the challenge of the people for action. Did 
he use caution and sober judgment? 
President Roosevelt continued the work of Mr. 
Roosevelt, F. D. Inaugural Address. New York Times, 
March 5, 1933, 1:4-8 
I 
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Hoover but greatly enlarged the rield, or untried and 
experimental procedures, with much dramatics and per-
sonal charm. 
1. Again the question comes to mind: 
Was Mr. Roosevelt thinking 
and was he willing to load 
and loot the United States 
I primarily or re-election, 
the nation with debt il 
treasury to accomplish · 
re-election. We can not know. 
a. But we can surmise that judgment might have been 
cooler, had this not been a possibility. Again I 
our rerlection that eight years or one term ror a 
:I 
I a President would be better ror our nation. 
This reflection is emphasized by the general 
increase in cure-all schemes and the suspicion 
that some of these are supported by demagogs 
rather than statesmen. 
B. On March 5, Roosevelt dramatically ordered every bank 
in the nation closed ror rour days and placed an em-
bargo on the withdrawl or transrer ror domestic or ex-
port use or gold or silver. 
1. But there are questions in our minds: 
a. Where did President Roosevelt get the authority 
to close the banks? 
b. Did anything like this happen berore? 
I 
I. 
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c. Did the conditions warrant the .fears enter-
, •. tained by the people. 
- d. 'Jere these disturbed conditions the natural 
course of events in the coming of a new era? 
e. Do people recognize the chane;es taking place 
durinz the course of time, or is it only v1hen 
a crisis comes. For example, Vlith the beginning 
of the agitation against slavery did the people 
visualize v1l1a t the result would be'? 
2. The Pros: 
a. Did not this fearlessness go a lone; way to help 
revive the courage of the people? ! 
! 
b. Ylith no precedent to folloVJ, rms this indicative 
' 
o.f a leader? 
c. V.'hen the banks v1ere in such a condition at the 
time of the holiday, \"!O.S it not the opportune 
time for bringine; about reforms in our banking 
system? 
Refer to Table II on the .follo·wing page. 
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Table II Report of the Comptroller of the 
Currency, 1934. (12) 
Abstract of assets & liabilities of all reporting 
banks on or about June 30, 1928 - 1933 inclusive. 
(Includes National, State (Commercial) savings, 
(In 
and private banks, loan and trust companies) 
thousands of dollars) 
-----------------------------------------------------------Number of 
Banks 
Loans & dis-
counts includ-
ing overdrafts 
United States 
Government & 
other sec'ies 
Cash 
-----------------------------------------------------------
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
25,330 
24,079 
22,071 
19,163 
14,624 
41,433,126 
40,510,108 
35,210,500 
28,089,853 
22,387,818 
17,348,738 
17,944,728 
20,060,153 
18,223,241 
17,930,663 
819,928 
865,970 
884,327 
791,627 
672,556 
=========================================•=====•=•••ses==== 
Due from 
Other Assets Total Assets Capital 
Banks 
-----------------------------------------------------------
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
8,381,402 
10,240,798 
9,421,059 
6,535,362 
7,025,691 
4,189,311 
4,458,520 
4,633,110 
3,605,048 
3,285,180 
72,172,505 
. 74,020,124 
70,209,149 
57,245,131 
51,301,908 
3,796,978 
3,889,419 
3,669,998 
3,317,864 
2,899,541 
============================================================ 
I 
I 
I 
' 
Surplus & 
net undivided Circulation Total Deposits 
profits 
Bills payablE 
& rediscountE~ 
------------------------------------------------------------
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
5,709,084 
6,123,803 
5,802,978 
4,774,668 
4,017,567 
649,452 
652,339 
639,304 
652,168 
730,435 
57,910,641 
59,847,195 
56,864,744 
45,390,269 
41,533,470 
1,630,703 
665,817 
457,620 
1,248,780 
503,883 
=====~=========:========~:=====:~:=~:=====~===========::::: 
; ______ Qther Liabilities-----------------------------------
1929 2,475,647 1931 2,774,504 1933 1,617,012 
1930 2,841,551 1932 1,861,382 
(12) Report of the Comptroller of the Currency, 1934, P• 6411 
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country as nothing else would? 
i. Report of Reconstruction Finance Corpora-. 
tiona (13) 
GRAND TOTAL - Feb. 1932 - Dec. 1932 Inclusive 
Amount Authorized: 
Amount Disbursed: 
Amount Repaid: 
Amount Outstanding 
at end of period: 
3. The Cons: 
1
1,936,376,672.57 
1,524,747,138.82 
299,948,453.38 
~1,224,798,685.44 
a. Supposing the banks had refused to close what 
i 
I 
i 
!I 
:I 
I 
I 
would have happened? Is it possible to surmise I 
that President Roosevelt would have used mil- 1' 
itary force? I I i, 
b. II In the light of past critical banking situation~, 
I 
was this not a daring step, in ordering a bank 
holiday? 
c. If financial leaders had spoken out clearly and 
honestly, and told the people that the banks 
were solvent, would this not have stopped the 
bank holiday? 
c. On March 9, when the Seventy-third Congress met in 
4lt special session, the President had ready for its con-, 
Report Feb. 2, 1932 ! 
I
'Ll (13) Reconstruction Finance Corporation. 
to September 2, 1932~ 12• 49 ======---tr-====~~~~============~============ 
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sideration, the Emergency Banking Bill which both 
houses passed the very same day. 
This legislation gave to the president "control 
over banks; the authority to open banks f'ound to be in 
sound condition, and authority to reorganize and re-
open such banks as may be f'ound to require reorganiza-
tion, and to put them on a sound basis." (14} 
Also it provided for the following: (15} 
(1) The fixing of' penalties f'or hoarding gold or gold 
certificates. 
(2) Gave the President power to regulate transactions 
in money, credit and foreign exchange. 
(3) Authorized him to place restrictions on the opera-
tions of' the Federal Reserve Banks. 
(4) No bank was allowed to open without either a 
license f'rom the Secretary of' Treasury, or author-
ization f'rom a State Banking Department. 
But questions come to our minds: r 
a. 
b. 
I 
Was the President justified in demanding the / 
passage of' the Emergency Banking Bill? I 
Would it have been better f'or the Hoover Admin- i, 
istration, knowing the real conditions of' the 
banking system to have met the issues? 
(14) Public Act, No. 1 (H.R. 1491) p.l (15) Guitteau, W. B. History of' United States. p.737-738 
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c. Is the Government right in making laws restrict-
ing bank loans to its affiliates? 
d. Was it not the opportune time for the government 
to reorganize the entire banking system? 
e. Was not the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 estab-
lished to make our currency more elastic, and 
our banking system more responsive to the needs 
of the times? 
2. Let us review past history: 
a. Hamilton favored a national bank which would be 
operated under Federal authority. Though there 
were no provisions for establishing banks by the 
Federal Government in the Constitution, the bill 
was passed February 1791, chartering the bank 
for twenty years and justifying it as coming 
under implied power, as necessary. (16) 
b. In 1816 the Second National Bank was established 
under Madison. (17) 
c. In 1819 an important decision was reached by the 
Supreme Court under Chief Justice Marshall with 
regard to the power of Congress to incorporate 
a bank, namely the national government was de-
clared competent to exercise any implied power, 
thus Congress could incorporate a bank. (18) 
(16) Forman, S. E. Our Republic. p. 148 
(17) Ibid p. 239-240 
(18) Ibid p. 239-240 
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d. By an Act of Congress in 1840 an Independent 
Treasury System was established. 
e. In 1862 the Government through the Treasury 
Department came to the aid of the financial 
crisis by issuing Government notes, in denomi-
nations from three cents to fifty cents. (19) 
f. In 1863 the National Banking Act was passed for 
the purpose of establishing a safe and uniform 
currency. ( 20) 
g. In 1900 the National Banking Law was amended 
11by providing for the organization of banks in 
places of 3000 inhabitants or less with a capi-
tal of $25,000 instead of $50,000, 11 and by al-
lowing banks to issue circulation on United 
States bonds deposited up to the par value of 
the bonds. ( 21) 
h. In 1908 Congress in order to aid distressed 
banks passed the Aldrich-Vreeland Act authoriz-
ing "national banks to issue emergency notes in 
times of financial stress. (22) 
i. During Taft's administration the postal savings-
bank was established by an act passed in June 
1910. (23) 
(19) Guitteau, w. B. History of United States. P• 466 
(20) Forman, s. E. Our Republic. P• 489 
(21) Ibid, P• 695 
(22) Ibid, P• 745 
(23) Ibid, P• 759 
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j. In June 1913, Congress passed the Owen-Glass 
Federal Reserve Act. (24) 
D. This tentative conclusion is held: 
If conditions warranted Congress to grant such 
drastic powers to the President over the banks, if 
the rights of all parties concerned were protected, 
and if the court decides that this act is constitu-
tional, then we may surmise that the government acted 
wisely. Otherwise, have not the states surrendered 
their individual rights and a dangerous precedent 
been established. 
E. The Emergency Banking Act was a beginning and a con-
necting link with the Hoover administration. It has 
not been adequately treated, but is used as a brief 
introduction to the application of the Problem Method 
to the present administration. 
F. The next step '.:;&ken by the Roosevelt administration, 
was the enactment of the National Recovery Act, 
June 13, 1933. Hereafter this act is referred to as 
the NRA. 
(24) Forman, s. E. Our Republic. p. 759 
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THE PURPOSE OF THE NRA 
III. Purpose: 
A. To encourage national industrial recovery, to fos-
ter fair competition, and to provide for the con-
struction of certain useful works, is in short the 
purpose of the NRA. 
"A national emergency productive of widespread 
unemployment and disorganization of industry, which 
burdens interstate and foreign commerce, af~ects the 
public welfare, and undermines the standards of liv-
ing of the American people, is hereby declared to 
exist. It is hereby declared to be the policy of 
Congress to remove obstruction to the free flow of 
interstate and foreign commerce which tend to dimin-
ish the amount thereof; and to provide for the gen-
eral welfare by promoting the organization of indus-
try for the purpose of cooperative action among 
trade groups, to induce and maintain united action 
of labor and management under adequate Governmental 
sanctions and supervision, to eliminate unfair com-
petitive practices, to promote the fullest possible 
utilization of the present productive capacity of 
industries, to avoid undue restriction of production 
(except as may be temporarily required), to increase 
====*==============-----------
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the consumption of industrial and agricultural pro-
ducts by increasing purchasing power, to reduce un-
employment, to improve standards of labor, and other-
wise to rehabilitate industry and to conserve natural 
resources." · (25) 
The NRA is conceived by its sponsors as a Gov-
ernmental agency engaged in battle against a great 
depression. Theoretically it represents an attempt 
to help industry and labor to cooperate. 
Planning and organizing is nothing new in in-
dustry and trade associations, but this is an at-
tempt on a broader scale so as to enroll all, by 
compulsion if necessary. 
1. Possible favorable contentions: 
a. Here we may ask, if it is wise to centralize 
authority in the President, with power on his ovm 
part to set up agencies for the purpose of carry-~! 
ing out his policy? 
I b. Is the extending of purchasing power to all our 
people the surest way of creating prosperity? We 
do not know, but we surmise, if this can be 
actually carried out we would reach the desired 
goal. ,, 
,, 
'I I, 
I' 
No. 67 Congress (730) 
of Policy. P• 1 
Industrial Recovery Declaration jj 
'! 
' 
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c. Does the declaration of an emergency cause the 
Constitution to reach farther? 
d. Was not the NRA born in confusion and adminfster-, 
ed in haste? Or was it possible in such an 
emergency to develop a plan with so many rami-
fications and thereby make it workable?. 
e. Would it have been better to get business started' 
the unemployed back to work, without attempting / 
to make reforms? Or on the other hand, if you 
wait for betterment of conditions would it then 
be too late to push reform, as the critical 
period had passed? We do not know as this had 
never been done before. 
f. Is this new compact, the NRA, in its basic prin-
ciples working for the establishment of a true 
democracy? 
2. Possible unfavorable contentions: 
a. Is the NRA in interference with the rights of 
property? 
b. Are not our industries so diversified, and the 
requirements of each section so different, that 
it is impossible to draw up a workable plan? 
c. Is not the purpose of the NRA filled with beau- I, 
!I tiful platitudes, disregarding the great element !! 
of human greed and selfishness in the world? Or 
is the President a revolutionist, trying to de-
I 
I 
I 
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velop an Utopia according to his intellect, re-
gardless of the Constitution? 
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d •• If this plan works out, the question rises, won •t
1
1
. 
the Government be in business in competition with
1 
private industry. 
e. Is not the Government giving first consideration 
to reconstruction of the economic system, ac-
cording to the ideas of a particular group of 
economic theorists, and second place to the pro-
blem of recovery? 
f. Will the NRA stultify individualism, or will it 
act as a check and a monitor for the common good? 
3. The question rises, if Roosevelt should fail would 
it also mean the end of political democracy? We 
do not know, we can only wait for time to elapse, 
hoping that the country's good, will win. 
B. Tentative conclusion arrived at: 
If the NRA provides for the general welfare, by pro-
moting the organization of industry, thus making for 
cooperative action among trade groups, by eliminating 
unfair competition, by reducing and relieving unem-
ployment, by improving the standards of labor, then 
the NRA will have accomplished its aims. 
On the other hand, if our Government is a Gov-
ernment of limited powers, if the court rules it un-
constitutional for Congress to delegate blanket 
I 
;[ 
" I 
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powers to the President, if the Government is going 
into business in competition with private industry, 
then the NRA is wrong, for it is an emotional appeal 
to the people, without considering human nature. In 
the last analysis we must await the decision or the 
Supreme Court. 
==~=================~:::::--:--·-------· 
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THE CODES 
IV. Provisions for carrying out the NRA. 
A. "The theory of' the bill is to allow industry to gover:ql' 
itself'. If' it f'ails to govern itself'~ the government 
will not f'ail. If' we do not regulate our own business 
the Government will regulate it for us. The two are 
not going to rail. If one fails, the other acts."(26l 
"To ef'fectuate these ends Congress passed and the 
President signed on June 16, 1933, the National Induo 
trial Recovery Act. The Act had three parts, or 
titles: the first was concerned with the organizatio 
of' industry and was to remain in force but two years; 
the second had to do with the creation of a pub]D 
work program; the third called for the amendment of 
the Emergency Relief and Construction Act (passed 
under the Hoover Administration) and included pro-
vision for a number of miscellaneous activities. The 
first section of the first title indicated the charac 
ter of the far-reaching reforms the New Deal was seek-
ing to inaugurate." (27) 
"The important provisions of the new law were as fol-
lows: (1) The President was to establish an agency 
to which was to be delegated the powers and functions 
indicated in the act. (2) Codes of' fair competition 
might be drawn by trade or industrial associations 
and submitted to the President for his approval. The 
President was given the power to approve such codes 
if' the associations 'vere "truly representative" of 
their own industries and if the codes were "not de-
signed to promote monopolies or to eliminate or cp-
press small enterprises." (3) Once such codes were 
approved, they were enforceable by law; the courts 
could issue injunctions against violation on the in-
stitution of equity proceedings by the United States 
district attorneys. (4} The President might pre-
scribe codes f'or industries if none as submitted was 
approved by him. (5} The President might make agree-
ments or approve voluntary agreements to further the 
purpose of the law. He was also empowered to in-
stitute a licensing system in any industry if that wasi 
(26) Naagle, Francis E. Counsel for National Electrical 
Manufacturing Association. p. 2 
(27) Hacker, L. M. A Short History of the New Deal. P• 41 
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necessary to make a code or agreement effective. In 
such cases~ no persons could engage in the industries 
in question without licenses, and licenses were re-
vocable by the President. (This last power was 
granted for a single year.) (6) Any action under 
provisions of the law was exe:apt from the anti-trust 
acts. (7) Every code of fair competition was to 
contain the following conditions affecting labor. 
This was much discussed section 7 (a) of the law and 
it is quoted in full. 
1. That employees shall have the right to organize and 
bargain collectively through representatives of 
their own choosing, and shall be free from in-
terference, restraint, or coercion of employers of 
labor, or their agents, in the designation of such 
representatives or in self-organization in other 
concerted activities for the purpose of collective 
bargaining or other mutual aid or protection; (2) 
that no employee and no one seeking employment shall 
be required as a condition of employment to join 
any company union or to refrain from joining, organ-
izing, or assisting a labor organization of his 
own choosing; and (3) that employers shall comply 
with the maximum hours of labor, minimum rates of 
pay, and other conditions of emf.loyment approved 
or prescribed by the President. 1 (28) 
2. But there are questions in our minds. 
a. In attempting to regulate industry is the Gov-
ernment developing a regimentation of all indus-
try? 
b. Where d1d the Government get the right to estab-
lish codes? 
c. Were the codes readily accepted in the majority 
of cases, or were they accepted in the fear of 
punishment? We do not know exactly what was in the 
minds of the directory of the different industries. 
'· \i 
!i 
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{28) Hacker, Louis M. A Short Histroy of New Deal. p42-43 
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d. Have not many of the misunderstandings regarding 
the codes, resulted from the fact that many 
people did not take the trouble to make them-
selves familiar with the requirements of the 
codes? 
e. In giving the President the right to establish 
agencies, and appoint representatives, is not 
Congress surrendering its legislative powers to 
the executive branch? 
f. If these powers are to be granted to the Presi-
dent, should he not have a representative advis-
ory board, that will understand the conditions 
and needs of the various sections of the country? 
g. Has the Government the power to regulate business a 
not engaged in interstate commerce? 
3. Let us view the past history: 
a. In 1887 "The Interstate Commerce Act" (29) 
provided for the appointment of a commission by 
the President having the following powers: 
(1} Power to compel railroad officials to pro-
duce their books and testify. 
(2) To take notice of violation of the law and 
order, the violator to desist from his il-
legal acts, and fine him if he did not. 
(29) Forman, s. E. Our Republic. P• 604 
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(3} To provide a uniform system of railroad ac-
counting. 
(4} To obtain from each road an annual report o 
its operations and finances. 
Federal control is not a new principle. It is 
provided in the Constitution but limited to inter-
state commerce. The Interstate Com-nerce Coimnissio 
was created as an agency of control under the 
Cons ti tu tion. 
B. Regulating of indus.try as stated in the purpose of 
the codes. 
1. Questions that arise: 
a. If the Government has a greater amount of power 
during a depression, does not the Constitutional 
Right of the citizens depend on changing circum-
stances? 
b. "Doesn't the power to license and revoke the li-
cense of private enterprise deprive the owner of 
his property without due process of law?" (30) 
c. Is this the first time that the Government has 
had anything to do with business? 
2. Let us view past history: 
a. In 1890 the Sherman Anti-'l1rust Act was passed "to 
regulate the trusts by law in order to protect 
independent producers from unfair methods of 
Report Sl712 & HR5755. p. 27 (30} Gore, Senator. I_====!J=================-:=:..-==---·;:___::_:.: ____ -._:: ____________ _ 
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competition, and to guard the consumers against 
the dangers of monopoly prices. (31) 
This law was rather a dead issue until T. Roose-
velt instructed the Attorney-General to prosecute 
its violators, regardless of size. {32) 
b. In 1903 the Department of Commerce was established 
It included a "Bureau of Corporation, with author-
ity to investigate the activities of corporations 
engaged in interstate business. (33) 
c. In 1922, Congress authorized the appointing of a 
commission by the President to investigate the 
coal industry, due to the strike. {34) 
d. During the World War the National Government took 
over the country's supply of coal. The railway 
lines, and the entire telegraph, telephone, and 
radio service were put in ·charge of the Postmaster 
General. (35) 
c. Consideration of Minimum Wages and Hours under the 
Codes. 
1. Questions that arise: 
a. Will a living wage do away with sweat-shops? 
b. Is not the Federal Government transgressing the 
rights of a state, in attempting to regulate 
(31) Guitteau, W. B. History of the United States. P• 525 
(32) Ibid., P• 575 
(33) Ibid., P• 575 (34) Forman, s. E. Our Republic. p. 820 
(35) Guitteau, w. B. History of the United States. P• 616 
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business carried on within a state? 
c. In imposing minimum wages in industry is not the 
I 
! 
NRA infringing on the rights of the individual 
ployer? 
em- 1 
d. What constitutes a minimum and a living wage? 
e. Is not the only basis of a lasting prosperity the 
assurance of a living wage that will meet the 
American standard of living? Then the question 
arises, what is the American standard of living, 
and by whom and how shall it be determined? 
f. This is a new question, since the development of 
mass production and machinery. Should not hours 
of labor be regulated? 
g. Is it not better, for example in the garment in-
dustry, that the work should be so distributed 
that less or no periods of unemployment would 
occur? 
h. Will not the regulating of the hours of employment 
bring about a yearly wage? Again we raise the 
question, has the Government ever attempted to 
regulate hours of labor? 
2. Let us review past history: 
a. The "Virginia Plan" (36) drafted by James Madison, 
i 
(36) Guitteau, w. B. History of the United States. p.l77-1781 
:l 
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which later formed the basis of the Constitution 
held, "that National legislative power was to ex-
tend to all matters concerning which the Common-
wealths separately were incompetent to legislate, 
that is where the individual state legislation 
would be inconsistent with the public good." 
b. March 30, 1888, the Public Printer had to enforce 
the eight-hour law for those in his department.{37 
c. March 1893 all clerks and employees in the execu-
tive department were required to work not less 
than seven hours a day. {38) 
d. In 1916, Congress passed the Federal Eight-hour 
Act {the Adamson Law) for employees engaged in 
the operation of trains on interstate railroads.{-39· 
e. February 25, 1920 the working day for underground , 
workers was restricted to nothing exceeding eight 
hours in any one day. (40) 
n. Provisions for the elimination of Child Labor under 
(37) 
{38) 
(39) 
{40) 
the Codes. 
1. The question comes to mind: 
a. In view of the past decisions of the Supreme Court 
regarding Child Labor, will it recognize the va-
lidity of the Child Labor law under the NRA? 
Code of 
Ibid,, 
Ibid., 
Forman, 
Laws of 
P• 1417 
P• 966 
S. E. 
U. s. of America, p. 2a 
pp480 
ppl87 
Our Republic. p. 713 
pp29 
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2. Let us view past history: 
a. 1912 Congress established a Children's Bureau 
whose duty was to investigate the welfare of chil-
dren. (41) 
b. In 1913 Congress organized the Department of 
Labor. Among its legislations, was an act pro-
hibiting all goods from interstate commerce which 
had been produced in factories or mines which em-
ployed children under fourteen years. The Supreme 
I 
Court declared the law unconstitutional, saying 
the regulation of the conditions of manufactures 
belong to the duties of the state. (42) 
c. In 1919 Congress passed a law putting a tax of ten 
per cent on net profits of factories employing 
children not fourteen years of age. In 1922 this 
law was nullified by the Supreme Court. (43) 
E. The codes provide for Collective Bargaining. 
1. But there are questions in our minds: 
a. Will the collective bargaining demanded in all 
codes remove the stumbling block in the solving of 
difficulties in the industrial field? 
b. Are not the codes right in protecting the workers 
from being compelled to join a company union or a 
(41) Forman, s. E. Advanced American History. p.552 
(42) Ibid., p.552 
(43) Ibid., p.553 
=
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labor union as a prequisit for employment? 
c. Have not the workers a right to organize for their 
own interests, like the manufacturers do, for as 
far back as 1833 the workers saw the advantage of 
organization? 
2. Let us review past history: 
a. By 1903 the later and larger trade unions had de-
veloped a system of collective bargaining. (44) 
b. In 1922 due to the coal strike the miners insisted 
that matters vital to them, for example, wages and 
living conditions, should be determined on the 
principle of collective bargaining. (45) 
F. The Codes Authorize Price Fixing. 
1. Possible favorable contentions: 
a. Is it not strange that these principles enunciated 
in the codes could have been ignored by a nation 
who has led the world in mass production and the 
creation of wealth? 
b. If the principles of the codes are carried out wil 
not the rights of the employer and employee be 
taken care of? 
2. On the other hand, possible unfavorable contentions: 
:
1 
a. Again we as~ has the Government the constitutional 
right to regulate prices? Have they ever attempte~ 
Forman, s. E, Advanced American History. p.53B il 
Guitteau, w. B. The History of United states. p.674 !I (44) (45) 
fl 
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to do it berore? Is it wise? What happens in the~--­
long run? 
b. Does not the fixing of prices on production and 
retail selling infringe on the individual rights? 
c. Will this price fixing remedy cut-throat compe-
tition, or again will not those who are not in 
sympathy find a way around thereby nullifying the 
spirit of the legislation of this act? 
d. To see that it is enforced would it not require a 
large number of inspectors, which in turn would no 
doubt react in the same manner as many such of-
ficers did under the Prohibition Act? 
e. Will not the price fixing law be nullified by be-
ing ignored by the producer and retailer? 
G. Questions arising from the consideration of the en-
forcement of codes. 
1. When the employer had complied to the requirements 
of the special code pertaining to his particular 
business, he received a Blue Eagle, which indicated 
compliance with the spirit of the NRA. 
a. We raise the question, what about the industries 
which refused to sign the codes, such as the Ford 
Company? 
2. When a company received no punishment did this not 
I 
have a tendency to weaken the principle of the codes?! 
I: i! 
! 
'i 
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3. \fhy should the Ford Company comply when their 
standards and wages were higher than those 
4. 
demanded by the codes? 
Again, with regard to this question of non-com-
pliance, has the Government the authority to 
prohibit the bootlegging of oil? 
5. Is not the Government right in attempting to 
preserve our oil wells for the future? 
6. Is it not a case where the public must be con-
sidered before the producer, w_ho is seeking 
profits only? If so, how can it be done? 
7. Under the NRA the Government moved to block un-
a. 
loading of tankers Phoenix and Pueblo at 
New Jersey ports, on suspicion of carrying 
"hot oil", being called that because producers 
refuse to follow Government regulations; which 
require promoting the "conservation of the 
petroleum resources of the United States, and 
the stabilizing of the petroleum industry by 
restricting production to the extent necessary 
I 
to balance consumer demand for petroleum productJ 
and by eliminating wasteful and unfair competitiJ 
practices." (46} 
"By a vote of eight to one, the nine Justices of 
the United States Supreme Court decided that one 
\46) petroleum Authority, July 14, 1933 (Digest o'f th~i 
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small part, Section 9-C of the NIRA was uncon-
stitutional. That section, by authorizing the 
President to prohibit transportation from one 
state to another, empowered him to choke the 
flow of "hot oil" - that is oil produced in ex-
cess of the amount permitted by law. 
The Constitution, the court decided, sets a 
limit beyond which Congress may not go in dele-
gating its law-making powers to the President, 
and when Congress adopted Section 9-C it exceeded 
that limit." (47) 
H. Tentative Conclusion: 
( 47) 
If the regulation of business through codes is mostly 
self-imposed, if the unfair practices in industry are 
eliminated, if conditions of labor are improved, if 
the consumer is properly considered, if the court I 
I 
holds this act to be Constitutional, then we may surmi: 
that under the codes business and the Government will 
work together for the good of all. 
Otherwise, if the Government does not insist on 
the enforcement of the codes, the disobedience of 
even a few will wreck the whole plan, since regulat-
ing prices, wages, hours and methods of competition 
are all in the interest of employers and employees, 
Ne·w Deal Meets Test in Supreme Court. Literary Di. -
gest, Jan. 9, 1935 p. 5 
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the public will suffer in the end, if the Government 
in furthering the codes has relaxed on the anti-trust 
laws, if this is the beginning of regimentation of 
business, then the people must prepare for the change.! 
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Chapter III 
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
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1. 
THE PURPOSE OF THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
Purpose: 
By an Act of Congress, May 18, 1933, the Tennessee 
Valley Authority was created. The Authority provided for 
the following purposes: -"(1) Maintenance and operation of 
Government owned properties in the vicinity of Muscle Shoals 
Ala., and unified development and control of the water re-
sources of the Tennessee River and its tributaries through 
the construction of dams to provide navigation, control 
floods, and, as an important incident thereto, produce power 
(2) utilization of the power for the purpose of determining 
the relative costs of public and private power operation, 
and distribution of this power to the greatest number of 
people; (3) experimentation to lower the cost of production, 
distribution, and application of the major elements of 
fertilizers, and promotion of the national defense by main-
taining a plant ready to manufacture nitrates; (4) planning 
for the complete Tennessee River watershed, including erosio 
control, forestation, the further use of mineral resources, I 
and promotion and coordination of industry and agriculture, 
surveys and plans for the proper use of land and other 
national resources, and the general social and economic 
well-being of the valley." (1) 
1. Digest of the Purpose of Current Federal Agencies, U.s. 
rnf. Service, Jan. 15, 1935, page 48. 
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Hon. Harcoul't A. Horgan, speaking of the creation of the 
TVA project said, "President :Z\oosevelt asl:ed Congress to 
, .• \: .· create the TVA becauso OUl' country had reached the cross-
roads. -.ie had cor:,e to a point '<1here the complexities of 
our cystem of p:::•oduction and distribution we1•e too gl,eat. 
'.Lilings were gett~_:li_; out of hand. Breul\:down vms staring us 
in the face and no man ::eemed to lmo·;; hou to avert the 
collapse. We all GU\7 tht.i.t chaos was inevitable unless 
something was done to b1•ing OUP methods into line with 
changed conditions, but we did not 1mov, what that nomething 
vms." (2) 
A. Vie might raise the qestion m•e the above statements 
ba::;ed on propaeanda for the rrVA, pl"Opagand:J. because 
it is not based on experience or.data? They are the 
brief for the undertaking. ',ihat a::. e t-lle possible 
pl'OS and cons? 
1. Possible disadvantages: 
a. Nay not this regime of govern~ent by executive 
decree, though designed only for the period of 
this eme2gcncy be visualized by some as opening 
the r;o..y to a permanent dict,_torship in Amc:'ican 
business and industry? 
b. Will not the American people be fo1•tunate if 
(2) L1organ, J:i.il.. TVA Speech, 0eptember 26,. 1934, page 1. 
I 
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this expel'ience' under an official regimentation 
which touches their lives at almost every point, 
shall leave no lasting injurious effect on the 
fibel' of the national character? 
2. Possible favorable considerations: 
a. Can it not be said that the feeling of conflict, 
among the various sections of the country, and 
the lack of understanding bet.veon different 
groups, are all siens that our people are not 
able to enjoy the natural endowments of our soil 
to the fullest extent? 
b. Is it not possible to suppose that President 
Hoosevelt, when the opportunity presented itself 
would have a rather \Yell fOl'mulated plan to try 
to meet these conditions? 
c. Is it ponsible to bring about a national revisio1 
or is it better to WOl'lc out a scheme in a small 
area? The latter seemed to have been thought 
best by the leuderu. Then the question naturall~ 
arose, what locality vms to be chosen? 
Mor•gan gave the ans..-rer to this question 
nhen he said, 11As you know, the Tennessee River 
watershed starts up in the western end of Vir-
ginia and sweeps southv;estward in a wide arc 
across VI/estern Harth Carolina, and Eastern 
Tennessee, Northern Georgia, Northern Alabama 
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and a corner of Northeastern Mississippi, only 
to swing no1~th again acl'Oss Tennessee and 
Kentucky and finally to flow into the Ohio 
River at Paducah, Kentucky. 
The elevation in this valley varies from 
250 feet above sea level to about 6,000 feet. 
The climate runs all the way from that of 
the wheat and corn temperatures of the Great 
Lakes in the Mountain sections to that of 
cotton and peanuts in the Gulf States. Tvm 
million people inhabit its 42,000 square miles 
and another four million reside in the terri-
tory immediately influenced by the valley. 
They can raise anything that grows between 
Canada and the Gulf of Mexico. The mineral 
l'esources of the valley are rich and varied, 
and the rainfall is heavy, running from 50 
to 80 inches per year. Tremendous hydro-
electric possibilities are latent in the 
large rivers that drop sharply as they bear 
the rainfall down through this valley. 
No other comparable area in the United 
States offers the diversity of climate, of 
soil, of vegetation and of resources which 
we find in the Tennessee Valley. It is the 
perfect laboratory for an attempt which is 
. ·-----·-~--~-
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of vital concern to the future of every one 
of us. Naturally the national purpose of 
this test is continually in the mind of the 
board of directors. Every step taken, ever'j 
project set up, every result obtained is 
weighed from the point of view of its possi-
ble application to other parts of the countrtr. 11 
( 3) 
B. Thus Dr. Morgan defends the undertaking. But there are 
other questions in our minds: 
1. Are the problems of this region the problems of other 
regions or are there exceptions? 
2. In this area must the issue of dealing with foreign-
born, making Americans out of immigrants, be dealt 
with? 
3. rs the problem of the prevention of soil erosion a 
national one, or is it limited to certain specific 
areas? 
4. Are not the conditions in this area really the 
problems of the State? 
5. rs the Government in this instance encouraging the 
state to shirk its responsibilities? 
6. Did not the early settlers have conditions equally 
bad, 
(3) Morgan, H.A., TVA Speech, Sept. 26, 1934, page 2-3 
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if not worse to contend with, and they did not seek 
aid from the government'? 
We might ask why should a Cormnonwealth allow condi-
. tions' such as soil erosion and depletion of their 
forest to continue until they were brought to this 
deplorable state? 
8. This did not happen suddenly. Vlhy were the methods 
and plans not made by State authorities to prevent 
these conditions? 
9. If the Federal Government is able to bring back and 
improve social and economic conditions through the 
TVA, is there any guarantee that the people will 
rise to the emergency and realize that their problems 
must be taken care of by themselves? 
10. Supposing, the Federal Government is successful in 
the development of this selected area for working 
out the TVAI has not the Government departed from 
the ideas promulgated by the Founders of the Consti-
tution and by so doing has set up a small socialis-
tic cormnunity? 
11. Of course vre do not know what was in the minds of 
the leaders of the Administration but we surmise 
that their intentions were good. But is there not 
the danger in the government seeking the welfare 
of the State, that the State will lose its State's 
l!======r=i=g=h=t=s=?===============-:= ------· 
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12. In putting forth this project, is the government 
concerned not only ~ith industry but also with the 
,, 
,, 
,, 
·I 
:I 
.I 
needs of the people, thus teaching them by means of 
i! 
il a careful planning to make provi:.dons for a better 
social order? I! 
I 
'I 
:I I, 
II 13. Again we raise the question, what authox•ity has the 
Government to enter upon such a gigantic demonstra- i! il 
tion of planning? :I I. 
c. Let us view the past history: 
1. 1}\n act of 1891 authorized the President to reserve I 
I 
2. 
permanently such forest lands as he deemed expedient.! 
Under the provisions of this law President Theodore 
Roosevelt withdrew nearly 150,000,000 ac1•es of public
1 
lands to be set aside as forest reserves. 11 (4) 
Refer to the folloning section, A.3 on ·11 The Dams" 
to see further inforr.m tion regarding improvement of 
rivers and harbors. "In 1823 Congress made the 
first appropl1 iution for the improvement of 1,ivers 
and harbors. In 1825 Congress authorized the sub-
scription of $300,000 to the stock of the Chesa-
peake & Delarmre Canal. After 1861 both political 
parties recognized the power of Congress to 
! 
I 
1: 
:I 
ji 
II 
:I 
'I I' 
I 
I 
I· 
II I. 
I[ 
II 
H I 
(4) Forman, S.E. Our Hepublic, page 720 
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appropriate money for internal impl'OVements ." ( 5) 
D. After studying the purpose of the TVA we hold this tenta-
tive conclusion. If the TVA is constitutional, if this 
project has not been inaugm'ated through propaganda, if 
an honest attempt is made to develop a plan so that it 
can be utilized as a yardstick for future development 
of the natural resources of our country, if it will 
bring about a fuller life to the people of that area 
and pl'Operly pl'Otect the rights of all concerned, then 
this project may not be unprofitable. 
( 5) Forman, S.E. Our Republic, page 259. 
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THE D.AMS 
r.- 11. One phase of TVA - the dams • 
• At the beginning of this project, in proposing the creation 
of the TVA, President noosevelt said, 11The continued idle- I 
! 
I 
ness of a great national investment in the Tennessee Valley! 
leads me to ask Congress for legislation necessary to 
enlist this project in the service of the people." (6) 
"The great national investment to vrhich he referred is 
the Governments war-time developments at tiuscle Shoals 
designed to produce nitrates for use in making explosives. 
Thene are represented by Viilson Dam and pov:er house, 
nitrate plants Ho s. 1 and 2, together vri th quarries, 
railroads, transmission lines, and other ~ccessories 
needed for their operation." (7) 
Muscle Shoal::: is only one small part of the total 
po s sibili ties of the Tennessee Hi ver. Defol'e the \'!hole 
situation can be grasped it is necessary to have in mind 
the following facts: 
'.'/ilson ~ - 393 1.1iles belo\·l the confluence of the 
French, Broad and Holston I~ivers forming Tennessee 
4i miles above Knoxville, Tennessee; 259 miles 
above Paducah, Kentucky, y;here the Tennessee joins 
(6) The TVA Pamphlet, No. 40431 - 34, page 1. 
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Ohio 
By ~ - 115 Hiles from Nashville 
- 135 11 II Birmingham 
- 155 II II Memphis 
Nitrate Plant No. 1 - 7 miles below 'iiilson D~ 
Ni tl'a te Plant 1Jo. 2 - 1 mile below VJilson Dam 
'IJheeler Dam - near head of ·,alson Lake - 15-~ miles 
above liiilson Dam on Tennessee River. 
Norris Dam - (Grove Creek Dam) - about 20 miles 
northwest of Knoxville, Tennessee on 
Clinch River nearly 80 miles above point 
where that tributary joins the Tennessee 
River. (8) 
A. The above stateracnts r.ere advanced by the Government, 
but there. are questions to be considel'ed. 
1. Possible favorable contentions: 
a. Does this not sho'.-: us that human waste results 
from lack of pl~~nning? 
b. Did not the Government show good judgment in 
making tests of the rocks, soil and the frequency 
of the floods so as to prevent any waste? 
c. Is it not better to consider these dams as chains 
in a link rather than isolated units? 
:, 
" 
( 8) 
;i 
Information from TVA Pamphlet, no. 40431 - 34, page 2-6 !j 
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d. Should not highways and canals be constructed 
and watercourses be improved at the expense of 
the National Government? 
2. Possible unfavorable contentions: 
a.We raise the question is it not time to extend planning 
to a wider field, in this instance comprehending in 
one great project many states directly concerned with I 
I 
the basin of one of our greatest rivers? j 
I 
b .In entering upon this plan of reconstruction of the ! 
VJilson Dam, what proof have the authorities that this 
plant, when fully equipped, will be capable of meeting 
the power needs of literally hundreds of toims? 
c.Will not this duplicate the power already available 
through private enterprize and thus depreciate the 
value of the private investments? 
d.Upon completion will the Norris ._,Dam both serve as a 
factor in the control of floods and produce cheap 
power available to the people in the neighborhood? 
3. Let us review the past history: 
a. In 1823 Congress made the first appropriation for 
the improvement of rivers and harbors. (9} 
b. By Hewlands Act of June 17, 1902, Congress provided 
for building irrigation systems to be paid for out 
of the proceeds of the lands benefitted. (10) 
(9) Forman, s.E. Our Republic, page 259 ~~ 
(10) cyclopedia of American Government, Vol. i, page 400. ,I 
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c. Congress created the National Waterways Com-
mission, March 3, 1909, "to investigate questions 
• pertaining to water transportation and the 
improvement of waterv;ays, and to malce recommenda-
tions to Congress." (11) 
navigable streams and development of' water powers 
along such streams to the extent of preventing 
any obstruction to free navigation, 11 ( 12) when a 
territory is erected into a state the unnavigable 
streams therein pass into the control of' the State 
e. "In 1920, Congress enacted the Federal Water Povrer 
Law in ord:Jr to put vm terfall s in to service." It 
provided that power sites would not be sold, but 
would be leased for a term not exceeding fifty 
years. "Provisions are made for close cooperation 
betw·een the Federal Commission and State Comm!i.ssio s 
in the development of hydl"o-elec tric power on a 
national scale. ( 13) 
f'. May 1928, the Flood Control Bill was passed. The 
measure involved the expenditure of' hundreds of' 
j 
! 
. (11) 
(12) 
{ 13) 
Ibid., ':Jol. ii, page 494 
Ibid,, Vol.iii, page 659 
Beard, C.A., American Government and Politics, page I 423.: !I 
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millions of dollars and provided for a compre- I' I 
I 
hensive system of flood control work to be 
c· ! 
' ··) ' carried over a period of yea:rs. ( 14) I ' ' 
' g. December 21, 1928, the Boulder Darn Bill ·,·..ras I i ' 
passed. It provides for the construction at 
I 
'i 
I 
; Black Canyon a darn behind which will accumulate 
I enough water to make the largest completely 
! 
; 
a1•tificial lake on earth. (15) 
' 4. Thus it is evident that much national interest pre- ! 
cecded the TVA. But still there are questions: 
a. \1ill not the Government defeat its ovm ends in 
I creating of this model tovm, Norris, which has 
l 
been accomplished by Federal Funds? ' 
I b. Hov1 will private industry local communities or 
' elsewhere with limited resources be able to 
carry out such planning? 
c. When Govermnent builds modern homes for Govern-
ment executives and employees at low rentals, 
the question naturally arises: Is this not 
unfair competition to the private builder who, 
with his ove1•head, and limited means, is unable f 
; 
to enter this field against the Government? 
' 
' ~--,. 
---
'I 1 l ' ~i§~ Forman, s.E. Our Hepublic, page 839 I I )\ Ibid • .; page 847 
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B. 
d. Is the Government by allowing four acres for 
each tenant setting a pattern for industrial 
works that vdll be a model for the nation? 
On the other hand: 
a. In building up the living conditions of this 
town is the Government looking tov1ards a re-
newed industrialization? 
Hov;ever again: 
a. If' this is so, will these nev1 industries dis-
place those of the North because of their 
cheaper powtlr and labor? 
b. Isn't it possible to hold the idea that while tre 
Government is encouraging industry it is also 
attempting to develop a situation wherein the 
majority of people can earn their living from 
the soil? 
On the other hand again: 
a. Is it not also a possibility that if this idea 
materialized unemployment and decay viould be 
brought to the industrial centers of the East 
and the Midwest, without greatly raising the 
standards of living in the South? 
59 : 
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The following is a tentative conclusion held on 
this phase of the TVA. If the constl'UC tion of 
these dams brings about flood control in this 
11 ' l 
n 
n 
H 
··"· 
\\,! : 
'-
I~ 
area, if it is the means of saving the loss of 
life and property, if it produces cheap povwel" 
for the people and brings back fertility to the 
soil, without the government defeating its own 
ends by stultifying private initiative, and 
setting up conditions that will be impossible f'or 
other sections of the country, through private 
or public sources, to follow, then this phase of 
the TVA may prove to be a constructive .s.tep 
toward natural conservation and development of' 
our resources. 
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POWER CONTROL 
~11. Statement of Power Control 
11 The TVA today is spending more money and more energy in 
power development than on all the rest of its program."(l6 
A. Again there are questions: 
1. Is this Government competition fair to the public 
utilities companies? 
2. Does not the Government realize that it will be 
impossible for utility companies to meet their 
rates? If so, what is left for public utilities 
to do, - try to meet this competition, or sell 
their property to the TVA? 
3. H0¥1 can the Government answer this question. For 
years public utility companies have paid federal 
taxes, now their share of tax money is being 
employed .to ruin their business? 
4. Is it not unfair to private individuals who must 
by necessity surrender part of their land to the 
Government in the development of this project, 
but again does not the general good require such 
sacrifices? 
B. After considering Power Control under TVA the follow-
ing tentative conclusion is submitted. It seems as 
(16) Myer, W .E., 
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! 
if the Government is acting in a very dictatorial 
manner in its procedure in the establishment of 
power control and it is infringing upon the individ 
ual rights guaranteed in the constitution, thus 
tending to lead to the discouragement of our 
thrifty and saving people. 
=====*=======================·~-·~··· ... 
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GOVERlndENT' S CONCERN FOR- INVESTOR 
The TVA made the following declaration of policy regarding 
I the investor and utilities: i 
"Every effort will be made by the Authority to avoid the 
construction of dupli~ate physical facilities, or wasteful 
competitive practices. Accordingly, where existing lines 
of privately owned utilities are required to accomplish 
the Authority's objectives, as outlined above, a genuine 
effort will be made to purchase such facilities from the 
private utilities on an equitable basis." (17) 
A. Possibly favorable contentions: 
a. In developing the power policies and plans of the 
TVA has legislation been enacted to protect the 
investor in private utilities? 
b. Is it in the mixld of the authorities that we are 
entering a new era which will warrant a national 
power policy and program? 
c. Has it not been agitated for years by many of our 
citizens that all our natural resources should be 
owned and operated by the Government? 
d. Is not the Government fair in trying to establish 
a "yardstick" for purpose of obtaining uniform 
rates? 
Does it not stand to reason that the government 
would be able to give lower rates, not having the 
, 
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utilities have? 
Table III 
Comparison Monthly Residential Bills Under Tennessee 
Public Service Company New "Promotional" Rate G-2 
and Tennessee Valley Authority Standard Rate Plus 
Ten Percent (18) 
I 
(1) (2) ' {3) ( 4) ( 5) = -· 
Consumption TPS and Co. TVA 10% Difference % 
0 
.Bill ,Bill 
$ per month $ per month ~'!. 'IP per month Reduction 
10 $1.00 J $0.17 17.0% 
-
'Jii0.83 
20 1.23 0.83 0.40 32.5 
30 1.68 0.99 0.69 41.1 
40 2.13 1.32 0.81 38.0 
50 2.58 1.65 0.93 36.0 
Comparison Monthly Commercial Bills Under Tennessee 
Public Service Company 11 PromotionaJ" Rate 11 U-2 11 {Assume 
5 RNH) and Tennessee Valley Authority Basic Commercial 
Rate Plus 10% (19) 
{ 1) (2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) 
I 
Consumption TPS Co. Bill 
KVIH Customer (Assume 5 KW) 
per month $ per month $ 
TVA:" 10% 
Bill 
per month 
Difference 
r 
% $ per month Reductio 
50 $2.58 $1.65 $0.93 36.0% 
100 4.83 3.30 1.53 31.7 
150 7~08 4.95 2.13 30~1 
200 9.33 6.60 2.73 29~3 
250 11.58 8.25 3.33 28.8 
f. Will not the TVA pay dollar for dollar in 
buying companies' property? Will not the bond 
holders be considered in the taking over of 
these companies by the Government? 
g. How will the TVA act toward the_companies where 
there is a question of watered stock? The ! It 
II 
TVA Pamphlet, Knoxville, Tennessee, July 17, 1934, page 5. 
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I 
question arises uill the TVA ignore both the 
preferred and the corlilllon stockholders a1 together? 
2. Unfavorable contentions: 
a. Until the present wrecking of utilities by the 
Government began, utilities were looked upon as 
one of the best types of investment. Trust funds 
and savings bank funds went into utilities in 
large amounts. Should we not expect that the 
Government should proceed in such a manner as to 
protect the legitimate investor? 
b. Isn't it reasonable to surmise that as savings 
banks and insurance companies furnish the greater 
part of the capitul for private utilities, they 
I 
naturally entertain fears, regardless of whatever: 
i 
protection tho Government may give them? 
Bond Issues for Tennessee Electric Power Co., nf 6s, 1947 
( 20) 
1926 
103-106 
1927 
105-107~-
1928 
104-108 
1929 
102-107 
1933 
54-fJ-lOOi 
1930 
103-108 
1931 
88-108 
1932 
85-102 
c. Isn't there a possibility that the private 
utilities rightly question the government enter-
ing their field? 
(20) Moody, J. Public Utilities, 1934, page 105. 
i 
I 
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d. 
e. 
1! 
Is it not a fair question to ask, have the j 
people received a just and fair treatment by 
private companies in this field? 
Have there been instances where the private 
utilities have operated in an unethical manner 
by selling watered stock, paying exorbitant 1 
salaries and employing inefficient methods re-
sulting in unreasonable charges for service to 
customers? 
Example of inefficiency: 
I 
"The report of the Directors of the Common-
wealth Edison Company on the consolidated 
surplus account for 1932 and 1933, on page 19
1 
we find that the directors of this company in 
a single year found it necessary to write off 
over $45 1 000,000 against surplus, reducing thei 
surplus from $53,500 1 000 to $6,900 1 000. Some 
of the items in this write-off against surplus 
deserve attention. In the first place we find 
a so-called investment reserve of $30 1 000 1 000 
set up. The management of this company throug 
a non-utility investment subsidiary, had been 
i 
making enormous outlays in all manner of 
prises, from truck factories to suburban 
enter] 
real 11 
estate. The reserve was to absorb the losses 
,. 
•! 
" ! 
I' of those ventures. Even that investment 
-- --- .. _[' -- - --- =--- - -----
- ii ___ _ 
1: 
1: 
,. 
li 
:: 
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li 
1 
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j 
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i (22) 
reserve was found inadequate, for in the 193~ 
report \Ve find an addi tionnl charge of 
$7,000,000 against surplus to care for shrinln-· 
age in va~ue of' the so-called investments of' 
the subsidiary. Also there is an item of 
$3,750,000 for 11 losses_in connection with 
transactions in company's re-acquired stock.' 
Then there is an item of $1,665,000 for "ad-
vances and loans of stock to officers and em· 
ployees and individuals connected with aff'il· 
ie.ted companies." (21) 
11 In the annual report of the Public Ser· 
vice Company of Northern Illinois we find 
that in 1932 and 1933 the management wrote 
off a total of $18,500,000 to take care of 
the shrinkage in value of securities in all I. 
manner of outside enterprises, similar to 
those of Commonwealth Edison. Charges a-
gainst the reserve included a half million 
dollars in advances and loans to officers 
and employees and to individuals connected 
with affiliated companies, and $1,750,000 in 
connection with losses in stock market opera-1 
! 
tions involving the company's own securities ~i' 
(22) !l 
il 
Lilienthal, D. E., TVA and the Investor, pages 2-3. 
Lilienthal, D. E., TVA and the Investor, pages 2-3. 
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f. VIe raise the question \vha. t is to become of 
the investol'', in many cases, whose only 
source of income is derived in this manner? 
g. Must he be sacrificed by his own Government 
on ~ccount of its entering business, or if 
he were unfortunate to have his life savings 
invested in a company whose methods are 
questionable? 
h. The investors remain, therefore, why should 
they take the punishment? Did they not save 
their money and invest it? 
i. Did they not have the protection of laws of 
the several states and of the federal govern 
ment? 
j. If there is a. disregard of a. large part 
of the capital invested by the preferred 
stocld10lders and total indifference to all 
com.'T.on stock, which represents the opportun-
ity.or hope of reward for risks already ta-
ken, then, what is to become of the whole 
wealth producing and taxpaying economic sys-
tem? 
1:::. Naturally the question rises, a.s municipal 
power plants are usually tax free, there I 
,, 
must be some way of replacing lost revenue, ll 
'I 
; 
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there-fore will not this deficit be passed 
on to the consumers? 
B. Tentative Conclusion: 
If the government has in mind that a nevv era is 
dawning in power control, if the private utilities 
p1ust give away to their Government's adventure, if 
this act by the Government is held to be constitution-
'al, by the court, what is there left for the investor 
to do but submit and trurt, his Government will pro-
teet his rights. Otherwise is it not the duty of a 
free people to let their servant (the Government) 
understand, in no tmmistakable way, that the:; do 
not v;ant their Government entering into business 
and they do insist and demand that their rights 
shall be protected. Then, action by a free people 
in a constitutional way is needed. 
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EROSION OF SOIL 
Prevention of Soil Erosion, a phase of the TVA 
11 As a Na.t ion v1e must realize that the control of 
soil erosion is vital. We must realize that the improper 
use of land, unless corrected, will doom us to steadily 
increasing costs and privations in the production of our 
food supply." (23) Soil erosion is not a new problem. 
It has been studied through the centuries and methods of 
prevention are well known. iVhat can the Government do 
that is new? Is it not a question of education anyway? 
But there are questions in our minds. 
A. Possible favorable contentions: 
1. Is there a possibility that the erosion of soil 
was brought about by conditions over which the 
people had no control, rather than through their 
ignorance and carelessness? 
a. Erosion may conveniently be regarded as of two 
kinds: ( 24) 
1. Occurs along streams as a result of eitherj 
normal or flood flow, and may be called ! 
i 
stream erosion. i i 
I 
(a) Stream erosion i~volves the transpor-l 
l 
tation of the ~roded material, and I 
l 
! 
l (23) Morgan, H. A. TVA Speech, page 3 
( 24) Glenn, L. C. Denudation and Erosion in_j;he South 
=====~==~;;;~===~==--=-=-==pA~~YIP~ts-f1 a cn:i a h Region, p uge- ·15. 
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the deposition of much of it, along 
the reaches of lower slope and 
lessened velocity. 
2. Occurs over all other parts of drainage 
basins and may be called general surface 
erosion. 
(a) General surface erosion results from 
the complex interaction of a number 
of forces, chief among which are the 
various atu~spheric agencies, the 
steepness of the slope, nature of the 
soil, and the forested or cleared con-
ditlon of the surface. 
In the region under consideration the 
actual erosion or removal of sul'face 
materials is due almost entirely to t6e 
work of the rain as it gat>lers into rills 
and rushes down the surface slopes to 
join the permanent streams. 
2. Is it not about time that the Goverrunent payed 
more attention to our natural resources, for has 
man any natural right to inherit good land, and 
through carelessness and indifference leave it 
destroyed of all productivity? 
3. Are we the owners of the soil or only trustees for 
I 
l! ,, 
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future generations? 
B. Possible unfavorable contentions: 
1. Was it not the duty of the States in this area to 
correct these conditions by educating the farmers 
in the proper way of conserving the soil and the 
woodland? 
2. Is this not a concrete illustration as to how States 
neglect their duty and then look to the Federal 
Government for assistance? 
3. Now that TVA has stepped into help prevent erosion 
of the soil doesn't it stand to reason that the 
purpose will be fulfilled only through the enlight-
ened efforts of the farmers themselves? 
c. Regarding the erosion of soil the tentative conclusion 
is held that in the long run the most effective preven-
tion of erosion must be carried out not through any 
public act of ~~e Government, or any central organiza-
tion, as the TVA' is attempting to do, but through 
education, and by arousing public opinion, which will 
lead to a campaign for preservation of the soil. 
Erosion can not be fully prevented. The Mis.sissippi 
delta, from lllemphis on down and covering thousands of 
acres, has been built up through the centuries by 
erosion and deposit. 
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~~Vl. "one of the major objectives of the Tennessee Valley 
r; 
[! Authority Act is the J•eadjustment and usc of the nitrate 
li 
plant :iJo. 2 at Muscle Shoals to promote the more economi-
cal production of plant food Ol' fertilizer. The act calls 
for active research in queJt of new proce8scs, concentra-
tions, and C011iliinations ~hich will reduce the cost of 
essential elements." (25) q 
II II 
,. 
,I A. General History: 
:t 
ji 
I 
I• 
Now by mean a of grow·ing legumes nitrogen can be 
'I 
I 
II 
I' II 
I 
I' 
t: 
fixed in the soil. Today there is a ereat need 
for phosphorous, the major food stuffs carry 
away the phosphorous fPom the soil. '.Ehus this 
jl 
I 
:r 
:I 
gl'eat drain on our natural supply mUc>t be restore • 
II 
,I 
:i 
I• 
One source of phosphorous cor,1e s from the 
1: 
bones of animals and in the slag, a by-product in 
I 
J: 
the manufacturing of steel. Another from the 
i; 
li 
1: 
,I 
remains of prehistoric animals who.Je bones have 
been processed by nature into phosphate, are 
It 
li 
1! found in limited m•eas in Florida, 'Eennessee and 
d ,, 
t' a fer/ .ie.Jtern states. The l'estricted area in 
!I 
I; 
'I 
II 
I' 
nhich phosphate is found and the heavy draft 
1; 
:I 
., 
I 
'rVA Speech, page 7. 
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upon the natural supply in the soil, makes this 
element the limiting factor in plant food all 
over the world and render it, at the same time, 
the most important of all elements in soil con-
servation and rehabilitation. 
B. But there are questions in our minds: 
1. If the soils are to be preserved is it not necessar~ 
to give to the farmers at a lower cost phosphatic 
fertilizers? 
Table lV Estimated Sales of Fertilizer 
In tons of 2,000 pounds 
(26) 
1926 192•r 1~28 1~2~ 
Tennessee 156,336 112, 4ri3 150,726 142,745 
l.Tissi!Jsippi 279,075 218,750 333,350 327,806 
Georgia 780,302 713,047 883,274 868,911 
Alabama 615,364 478,400 681,100 675,450 
1930 1931 1932 1933 
Tennessee 163,909 119,156 62,956 58,272 
r.asstssippi 403,718 197,386 84,526 104,191 
Georgia 928,606 686,191 357,352 416,283 
Alab::.ma 644,350 197,386 205,400 287,350 
2. Is not the Government right in attempting to pro-
tect the well-being of the land by finding better 
methods of producing and distributing. the essential 
element of plant food? 
3. Is it not up to the Government to teach the farmers 
to readjust their fertilizer policies so that they 
( 26) Statistical Abstract of United States, 1934, p.565 
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11 
can get unlimited quantities of nitrogen from the 
air by the proper use of phosphates, and legumes 
in rotation? 
4. But does it not stand to reason that in order for 
the farmers to use phosphates, they must be man-
ufactured at lower enough price to be in reach of 
the farmer? 
5. If the Government is successful in its attempt to 
remove some of the objectionable features of 
cyanamid as a fertilizer, and thus operate part 
of Plant No. 2 to produce cyanamid for use in 
connection with phospheric, will it not hurt some 
other industry? 
6. Is not the Authority undertaking experimental work 
on a scale and at a cost which the fertilizer 
industry is at present not in a position to under-
take? 
c. With these facts in the minds of the TVA directors, the 
plan for the readjustment of Muscle Shoals nitrate plant 
for plant food production may prove a great benefit to 
the farmers. On the other hand if the Government is 
not able to develop this project, to what source will 
agriculture turn for this necessary plant food? 
However, the operation of the Muscle Shoals plant 
for the production of nitrogen does not require the 
United States Government to take over the socialization 
of the entire Tennessee Valley. 
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II 
1. Constitutionality of the NRA and the TVA. 
In view of the data presented it is now necessary 
to consider the Constitutionality of the liRA and the TVA 
A. The question is raised are there not two opposite . 
rules of construction concerning the interpretation 
of the Constitution, namely; 
1. The meaning and scope of the provision of that 
2. 
document must be restricted to the intentions of 
the men who wrote and adopted it. 
Or can the words of any provision be given an 
additional meaning, a meaning that did not occur 
to the authors of the provision, provided the 
additional meaning can reasonably be included 
within the natural and usual meaning of the 
terms involved. Are there not many decisions of 
the court declaring that the provisions of the 
Constitution should be so construed, as to adhere 
to the intention of the framers of the Constitutior, 
or other decisions declaring even if the law or 
case before the court was not in the minds of 
those that framed and adopted the Constitution, 
it was not unconstitutional to read into the 
document interpretations that were not 
----·-----
I 
i --
1 {1) 
( 2) 
by the framers. (1) 
a. Examples of strict construction in view of 
past history. 
1 1 • 11 In the Dred Scott case, 1857, {2) the 
' court applied rules of strict construe- j 
tion to the powers of Congress even ! 
within territories of the United States, 
holding that Congress had no right to 
prohibit any citizen from ovming slaves 
in such areas. 'No word can be found 
in the Con sti tu tion, - ' said Taney, 
'which gives Congress a greater power 
over slaves property, or which entitles 
property of that kind to less protectior 
2 than property of any other description.' 
2' • Acts of Congress, known as the Legal 
Tender Acts, were decided as unconsti-
contracted since their enactment. (3) 
i 
Information from Lawrence, David. Beyond the New Deal • 
pages 208-220 } 
Munro, W.B. The Government of the United States, t 
pages 497-498. 
( 3) Legal Tender Cases. Cases in the Supreme Cou1•t of the!} 
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United States, December Terms 1870-1871, pages 529-681.1 
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(4) 
(5} 
{6) 
- --- -. 
Chief Justice Strong, in handing down the 
decision, January 15, 1872, said, "Being 
unable to reconcile the measure in question 
with the fundamental law, I cannot hesitate 
to pronounce it as being, in my judgment, 
unconstitutional and void." (4) 
3 1 • The Civil Rights Cases (1883-1884), in 
which several measures designed to protect 
negro citizens were disallowed. "The first 
and second sections of the Civil Rights 
Act passed March 1, 1875, are unconstitu-
tional enactments as applied to the several 
states, not being authorized by either the 
Thirteenth or Fourteenth Amendments to the 
Constitution." (5) 
4'. Trade-mark Cases (1879) in which the general 
power of ,the National Government to register 
trade-marks was denied. (6) 
5'. The Income-Tax Cases (1895) in which by a 
majority of one the federal tax was declared 
Legal Tender Cases. Cases in the Supreme Court of the 
United States, December Term, 1870-1871, pages 529-
681. 
Civil Rights Cases, Cases in the Supreme court of 
tne United States, October Term, 1883. Page 3 
Guitteau, W.B. History of the United States, page 241. 
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f-.. (7) 
{ 8) 
( 9) 
b. 
unconstitutional." (7) 
In the light of history, loose construction viev. 
1 1 • The Constitution forbids the states to. "im-
pair the validity of contracts." (8) In 
1819 the Supreme Court, Chief Justice 
Marshall writing the opinion, regarding 
the charter of Dartmouth College, declm•ed 
11 In the opinion of the court it (the 
college charter) is a contract, the obli-
gation of •vhich cannot be impaired without 
violating the Constitution of the United 
states." Hence the court gave to the 
"contracts" an additionaJ_ meaning to that 
nhich was in the minds of the Founding 
Fathers. 
2'. The 11Due Process" Clause of the Pourteenth 
Amendment ( 9) forbids the state to depl"'i ve 
any person of life, liberty or property 
without due process of law. The Supreme 
Court has decided that this clause covers 
artificial as well as natural persons, 
Guitteau, W.B. History of the United states, page 241 
Munro, W.B. The Government of the United States, page 51~ 
Ibid., pages 446-149. 
1 
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1 
corporations as well as human beings. V'Jhen 
Congress formulated this amendment it was 
concerned merely \Vi th natural persons, and 
mainly iVi th those whose skin v:as black. 
In several decisions, the Supreme 
Court has declared that 11 liberty11 in the 
Due Process Clauses includes liberty of 
contract. When this clause was put into 
the Fifth Amendment and the Fourteenth 
Amendment the authors had in mind judicial 
liberty, not liberty of contract. 
3'. Under· the Interstate Commerce Clause (10) 
section 8, Article 3 of the Constitution, 
the Supreme Court prohibits the movement 
across state lines of lottery tickets, 
adulterated foods and certain kinds of 
human beings. Hone of these varieties of 
11 commerce 11 wel~e in the minds of the Father 
when they inserted this clause in the 
Constitution. 
I 
I 
. B. The following are some of the individual interpretations I 
of the new legislation in light of the Constitu tion. 
(10) Munro, 'ii.B. The Government of the United States, 
pages 93; 397 - 398. 
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1. 11 \"lri ting in the New York '.rimes J .M.Beck attacked 
General Hugh Johnson insisting that the 
a symbol of economic bondage, and cited 
boycott against Ford cars as an example. 
Blue Eagle is 
the attempted/ 
i He assertedj 
that 'the vital spirit of the American Constitution i 
has been snuffed out, and our happy Federation of 
States has been conver•ted at least for the time being: 
from a federated Republic into a unitary socialistic 
State.' 
Beck assorted that the implication of General 
Johnson's statement, 'the Constitution was made for 
man--not men for the Constitution' vms 'obviously 
that each generation of men could pervert or destroy 
the Constitution if they believed it was to their 
immediate interests, 'such,' he added, ~is not my 
conception of our form of' government. (11) 
2. "Again and again, ,the Supreme Court has proclaimed 
the rule that Congress 'Cannot by legislation alter 
the Constitution.' This, how·ever, has never discour-
aged Congress from trying to stretch the Constitution! 
to cover all sorts of' legislative advantures. 
Ever since the Nevv Deal was born an unanswered 
query has been in the background of tho economic 
reorganization directed by the government. Are the 
J 
l 
l 
., 
i 
I 
:·. 
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new· laws constitutional? Will the Supreme Court 
call them valid on the ground that an emergency 
exists? If they are held constitutional, will ·we 
not be in a worse fix than before? 'iJould the Presi 
dent retaliate by appointing more liberals to fill 
future vacancies in the highest bench? 
((.uestions like these presuppose that a blanket 
issue can be simply prel:.lented and decided 'yes' or 
'no' by the Supreme Court. As a matter of fact, all 
the constitutional questions embedded in the major 
pieces of legislation passed in the sessions of 
Congress in 1933 and 1934 would require a host of 
concrete cases and it vmuld tuke the lower and 
higher courts several years to decide them.. I.Ieun-
while the new statutes remain the law of the land. ( 1 ) 
3. The political constitution of 1789 was the result of 
centuries of governmental experience. The codes, or 
economic laws, of 1933, had no precedents nor exper-
ience behind them. (13) 
c. On the other hand, notice the following: 
1. "Our constitution is so simple and practical that it 
is possible always to meet extraordinary needs by 
change in emphasis and arrangement without loss of' 
essential foi'm.n ( 14) 
( 12) Larll1 ence, David, Beyond t::10 :Jeri Deal, page 204 li 
(13) Brady, G.S.Hoi"l the Hew NRA Could Plan for Induotries, q 
.: ' _Li_~i'rary Digf1_st_; April 13, 1935, ,._pag;~.--2¥ •_: __;; __ ...;.;.:::·. c:.:::·. --~':: ... :-:::::· :~ -·-.-.::::::===1 
1-------- ... oosevere-;· F' .D. Inaugural Addl•ess, Marcn 4, 19"'vv. ij 
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I ( 16) l 
2. 11 Now, I say, and I've said it all along, that in 
a depression we're in a state o:f wa11 • This 
stagnation o:f business, or whatever you call it, 
is doing more damage at home to our own people 
than the great war of 1917 and 1918 ever did. 
The only thing to do is lay aside the red tape 
and regulatory statutes and do what a democracy 
must do when it fights. And what does a demoe-
racy do in a vmr? It becomes a tyrant, a despot, 
a real monarch. In the World War we took out• 
Constitution, wrapped it up and laid it on the 
shelf, and left it there until the war was over." 
(15) 
3. 11Chie:f Ju~~tice Marshall took the g1.,ound that the 
National Government is free to exel.,cise any im-
plied power that may be necessary for the execu- 1 
tion of an expressed power of the Constitution. 
'Let the end,' he said, 1be legitimate, let it 
i 
i 
! 
I 
I 
I 
be within the scope o:f the Constitution, and all ! 
means which at'e appropriate, which are plainly 
adapted to that end •••• are constitutional. (16) 
Smith, A. Democracy's Self-Dictatorship, The Com-
monweal, February 2r~, 1933, page 1. 
l 
I 
t 
j 
1 j 
I 
; 
Forman, S.E. Advanced American History, page 252-253. ;II 
f 
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D. 
II . 
In regard to the Constitutionality of the NRA and the TVA 
the following tentative conclusion is held. 
If the Constitution is the supreme law of the land, 
I 
and if Congress may give to the President to powers 
effect reforms deemed necessary by a mere majority 
of the House and Senate, is not the whole theory on I 
which the Constitution rests nullified? But if we 
hold to the Constitution, can we indulge in interpre:-
tations so loose, so far-reaching in their conse-
quences; even for a moment if vm grant the powers 
tion directly or implied. For is it not well for 
us to remember that we may be establishing a 
dangerous precedent if we seek: to build up the 
powers of the federal govei•nment by breaking the 
restrictions placed upon it by the Constitution. 
Even if we gain temporary advantages, in the long 
run will not future generations suffer? 
summary of the HRA 
Will the NRA succeed in fulfilling of its objectives? 
1. Recovery from the depression. 
l 
I 
~ 
l 
I 
I 
i' 2. H.eform. of our economic system so as to insure permanent .j 
recovery. H 
1! 
: ~ 
3. And to malce such reforms viithin our existing political I =~----=--~-::-__ _:-.=-c----:-_;:-::-_;c_~==-=---=--=------===: -- ___ ______::_::--=----.--=:::::-= -:::...--,--;:·.:;.-.:;.::-_-;-.=-=.~::c~.:;.:;:_~,::;;:;:·-'" 
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and social order. 
Opposition to NRA I 
1. Is it not reasonable to suppose that Vfe could come 
out of this depression as we have done in similar 
crises without resorting to the New Deal? 
2. In the spring of 1933 would it not.have been 
sufficient to have had the proper enforcement of 
existing legislation and the enactment of such 
new laws as might have been required to put an 
end to flagrant tax evasions, fraudulent invest-
ments and unethical competition. 
A. Past history: 
After the panic of 1907, Congress in 1908 
passed the Aldrich-Vreelo..n Act (17) which 
authorized national banks to issue emergency 
notes in the times of financial stress. In 
1913 Congress passed the Qwen-Glass Federal 
Reserve Act providing for: (18) 
Fir.st: A ·more even diffusion throughout the 
country of the money that was already in 
circulation. 
Second: Making from time >.to time such changes 
I in the existing volume of currency as the con-; 
ditions of trade might require. 
Forman, S.E., Our Republic, page 759 
Thi r'l n51ge 759 ..... ,.."···"-.:::=:::·c:.:::·: .... : 
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3. 
·would not the laws of Nature have taken care of 
overproduction, of underconsumption, of faulty 
~, distribution, and of unemployment? 
B. 
4. Did not the New Deal go too far in its reform 
program and thereby hinder recovery? 
a. If existing legislation has been proved 
unenforceable, under prevailing economic 
system which works at best within the law, 
but with disregard for the moral code? Is 
there grounds for the assumption, that 
required new legislation would be more capa-
ble of enforcement, once normal conditions 
have been restored. 
b. Is not the law of nature the law of the 
jungle, therefore in so far as we have 
allowed the strong to prey upon the weak, 
in defiance of lav1s designed by man; has thi 
not been in part the cause of our present 
condition? 
c. After recovering from our past depressions 
has not the social structure become more 
complicated, and trade and cormnerce more 
dependent one upon the other? 
I 
Vievvs in def'en se of tl1e Iffi.A: {l 
I 
1. Is it not the time to effect reforms when the agencie~ 
and forces which \Vill be most affected by such 
~: .. \ 
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reforms are in a receptive mood? 
a. After recovery has been obtained and busines? 
stabilized, isn't it asking too much o~ 
human nature to apply the necessary remedies 
2. Isn't it reasonable to suppose that the NRA can j 
carry on its reform measures and still work ~or 
direct bus~1ess recovery? 
a. Will not business due to its organization be 
able to secure better terms than labor and 
consumer, as regards wages, prices and hours 
of labor. 
I C. From Study and discussion of the HRA we hold this tenta- 1 
tive conclusion. J 
I 
I If the NRA functions with the idea that in the futur 
business will be conducted on the basis of practical 
realization of the mutual dependence of the profit and 
welfare of the employer, and the security and ·wel~are of 
labor and consumer, it is reasonable to sup pose that 
recovery and reform will go hand in hand, and the measure 
of reform will with equal certainty remain within the 
framework of our present social and political order. 
II Summary of the TVA I • 
Is not the TVA a plan of commanding magnitude and unique 
many respects? 
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1. A definite effort is being made to bring a 
large river under control. 
2. An effort to supplement the hal~nessing of 
river power with artificial storage basins, 
and vast, natural reservoirs of reforested lan • 
A. Will the TVA succeed in its ambitious hope of ful-
filling the follovling purposes of its act? 
1. Buildi~g a series of power dams on the 
Tennessee Hiver and its tributaries llill con-
trol 5,000,000 horse pov;er and provide electri 
current at a low rate for farms and urban 
communities. 
2. Reforestation 
3. Flood control of the Tennessee River 
4. Reclaiming flood lands and eliminating from 
agriculture run out lands. 
5. Bring about a balance of the population by a 
back to the farm movement. 
6. All year round navigation. 
7. Providing jobs for a quarter of a million men. 
B. From the study and discussion of the TVA the fol-
lowing tentative conclusion is arrived at. If the 
conservation of natural resources as well as their 
use through coordinated development brings about 
reduction of electric current so that every urban 
===M=========--=====-----·-·· 
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home and every farm in the Central South will be 
electrified, if those who are without work or 
opportunity in the city may find employment and a 
fuller life in small comn.uni ties in which industry 
and agl,icul ture are balanced and blended, and water 
control reduces the destructive forces of the spring 
floods in the Mississippi area; if the investments 
in private utilities are properly protected by the 
government, then the TVA's re~l value to the nation 
may be incalculable. 
On the other hand, none or few of these bene-
fits may result, or if they do, it may be out of 
the funds raised by taxation of all the people and 
not in any sense self supporting or self liquidating! 
and in the meantime highly centralized, socialized 
state may be set up attended by automatic powers 
. and political cox•ruption. 
If this undertaking is to be completed beyond 
the cou!'t, to avoid the illegality of this act, 
would it not be wiser to change the bonstitution 
by legal procedure? 
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT 
The writer wishes to be among the first to recognize the 
limitations .of the present study. It was not carried out in 
a class room with cooperating children. It represents 
theoretical planning for teaching some phases of history. 
There are two main purposes of history: {1) building 
up loyalty or patriotism, love of country, and (2) teaching 
people how to think and vote intelligently on present 
! 
i i political and civic questions. 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The first purpose is best served through the appreciation 
technique, the second through the problem technique. There 
I is little or no place in history for the drill technique; al-
l I though a little inspection of schools will show that drill is 
the prevailing technique in teaching history. 
rrThe idea of teaching through problem solving is especial W" 
important in the social sciences because in these subjects, 
especlally history, the evil of excess memorization has often 
been at its worst. It is very important that some reform be 
introduced that will shift the emphasis from mere absorption 
and assimilation of facts to the understanding, interpretation 
and rational use of socially valuable materials. The use of 
problems offers promise of rendering such a service. n0.9) 
Morrison20 applies a modification of the problem method 
to past problem in history. It forms the basis of historic 
research. But it is difficult to motivate historic research 
for twelfth grade pupils. 
===''========:=~~~~-~·-~-_, ....... , .. 
Burton, William H., The Problem--Solving. Technique 
Educational Method - Jan. 135 p. 189-95 : 
(19) 
(20) 
7 
~ 
Morrison, The Practice of Teaching ln the· \§e.condary 
p. 206. 
School, 
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However, high school pupils can be lead to an interest 
in present da~ problems, and they form a better basis than 
~ past problems for accomplishing the second main purpose of 
history, when taken up not merely as current events, but as 
real problems which present day voters must solve correctly 
if our nation is to avoid the consequences of wrong solutions. 
The problem method involves five main steps: 
(1) Discovering and defining a problem. 
(2) Setting up tentative solutions. 
(3) Gathering of data. 
(4) Organizing and evaluating data. 
(5) Tentative solution. 
In the present thesis the attempt has been made to apply 
these problem steps to two large governmental undertakings 
under the so-called New Deal. A main purpose in all problem 
units is to give children a method of thinking; they must be 
taught how to define a problem, how to set up tentative 
solutions, how to gather and evaluate data, how to arrive at 
conclusions that are truly tentative and therefore open to : 
modification. It is evident that such work seeks to make . 
over history from a record of dead facts into a vital force · 
for better citizenship. lj ;i 
The third and fourth steps in the problem procedures in- I! 
'-1 
volve the collecting, organizing and evaluating of the material. 
The teacher might suggest that for a certain period of time 
that pupils bring to class all the material they can find 
j 
available. This would call for a discussion of how to use the 
library, that is, both the public and school. Acquaint them 
~ with the Periodic Index, explaining how to use it to get the 
best results; also the use of the card index in the library 
under such headings as the "New Deal," "National Recovery Act,' 
and. the "Tennessee Valley Authority" for books that are in 
the library and have them bring the books to class. The 
teacher may suggest that certain pupils be chosen to write 
to the following sources·for information on these government 
acts. 
a. Their Senator, Washington, D.c. 
b. The National Democratic Headquarters. 
c. The National Republican Headquarters. 
d. The United States Information Service, Vlashington 
e. Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee 
As a result of their letters the class would receive a 
generous amount of government pamphlets without cost. 
From the use of the Periodic Index they would be able to 
bring in current magazine references. As bearing on this 
thesis, the following would be most helpful: 
a. The Saturday Evening Post e. Scribner's Magazine 
b. The Literary Digest f. Current History 
c. New Republic g. Harpers Magaz.ine 
d. The Atlantic Monthly h. Survey Graphic 
Having brought the references and books to class along 
with the Government pamphlets, it is necessary to organize 
-======!!============········ """" 
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the material. This necessitates the breaking up of the two 
main topics, namely the NRA and the TRA into workable units. 
These units which will be treated as a whole will be largely 1 
decided upon according to the titles .of the various articles 
and sections of.the books treating these subjects. 
Villile recognizing the limitations of the present study 
(as previously stated), even its weaknesses, the author sub-
mits the thesis as one of the first thesis attempts at 
Boston University to apply the problem method .to the teaching 
of certain phases of history. In time, no doubt, better 
problem units will appear in theses, and particularly when 
. the writers have the opportunity of working out such units 
with children in the classroom. The writer believes that 
the units here presented are basicly sound in their aim and 
general plans. 
I 
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